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Thanks are due to the many paranormal investigation societies and individuals who contributed the 
audio files used in the fixed media. All E.V.P. samples are either used by kind permission or are in the 

public domain.

For Amplified, Processed Bassoon and Fixed Media

For Sara Garing

By Peter James Learn

"Electronic Voice Phenomena (EVP) is the term traditionally used to describe unexpected sounds or voices sometimes found on recording media.
EVP initially involved audio tape recorders, but in later years, virtually any recording medium became a vehicle for phenomena".

"Since the beginning of time, people in all parts of the globe have speculated as to whether or not death was the end. Thousands of years of such speculation,
plus the admonition of religious leaders to believe in a life beyond the grave, still left nagging doubts in the minds of all but the most devout. We were

told that life after death existed, but no one could ever pick up a telephone and carry on an extended and meaningful conversation with even one of
the perhaps 8 billion persons who lived on earth and then died. Well, the message in this tape is that the long silence has been broken."

- The American Association of Electronic Voice Phenomena

- George W. Meek, The Metascience Foundation





“Since the beginning of time, people in all parts of the globe have speculated as to whether or not death was the end. Thousands of years of such speculation, plus the admonition of religious leaders to believe in a life...

... beyond the grave, still left nagging doubts in the minds of all but the most devout.”

emerge from texture:

“Electronic voice phenomenon...
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interruptive, menacingenter with synth sound, following
pulse of delay on percussive sound

decisive

“...they recorded on magnetic tape some paranormal voices...” “..Voices which should not, logically, have been there.”

smooth, flowing

“William...

...That’s much better right there William... ... do you understand me...

poco scherz.

“I’ve been seeing the war

“...William?”

percussive sound:



bend pitch down semitone

begin gradually applying distortion

(percussive sound)

synth sound:

* Vacuum release effect is prepared by closing all holes in the bore of the bassoon, having the assistant cover the top tightly with the palm of his or her hand,
and sucking all of the air from the instrument. The effect is then performed by suddenly releasing the suction on the reed, causing air to rush into the bassoon.

death was             the enn mmm... it’s dark
it’s dark

it’s dark

it’s dark

mmm...

mmm...

mmm...

mmm...

prepare “vacuum release” effect

“vacuum release”*

(  )



fade into texture

I was seeing the war...
etc.



(indistinct muttering)

i can eat you... hurt you..
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